Luxury Designed for Living

You enter a place of comfort and elegance when you step into a Barth/Ivec 26.

Notice the carpets, plush and luxurious, from some of the nation's finest carpet mills. Our interiors feature fabrics of velour and velvet in both solid and patterned styles. Color-coordinated decorator packages allow you to be your own interior designer and create a truly personal home away from home.

Comfortable, colorful, and tastefully decorated, your Barth/Ivec Motor Home shows your good taste wherever you go.

Consistent Quality with Innovative Design

A strong, secure and quiet ride are the result of Barth/Ivec's unique, unitized, all-aluminum frame. The frame and body are riveted together the way aircraft are assembled, providing the strength of all-steel models, with the advantage of better fuel efficiency through lighter weight.

With the name Barth/Ivec you can be assured of quality throughout.

A Concept of Confidence

The quality and dependability of each Barth/Ivec Motor Home begins with its Ivec motor home chassis. Selected by Barth for its consistent performance, this chassis is powered by a 5.5 liter diesel engine and smooth automatic transmission. The chassis frame is heavy-duty welded steel, providing strength where you need it most.

Power, strength and years of trouble-free performance...you can depend on Barth/Ivec.

A Commitment to Satisfaction

With Barth Motor Homes, custombuilding is a tradition. If one of our three standard floor plans doesn't fit your particular needs, bring us a plan of your own; we'll discuss the plan with you and then custom-build your Barth home the way you want it.

Barth Motor Homes make choice a tradition.

Barth, Inc. reserves the right to change design and specifications without advance notice.
Luxurious and elegant. Stylish and tasteful. Affordable and distinctive… words to describe the new generation of Barth/Iveco Motor Homes.

To truly define Barth/Iveco Motor Homes, however, you need more than words and pictures; you need to experience them.

You need to drive a Barth/Iveco to experience its outstanding performance.
You need to see a Barth/Iveco to appreciate its classic style.
You need to live in a Barth/Iveco to relish its standard of comfort.
You need to own a Barth/Iveco to benefit from its high resale value.

Presenting the Barth/Iveco 26, a complete definition of motor home living.

A Blend of Style and Substance
A combination of American and European “State of The Art”, the new Barth/Iveco Motor Homes are classics of design. As practical as they are impressive, as striking as they are functional.
Quality constructed and backed by years of experience, your Barth/Iveco is more than a motor home… it’s a classic.